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Twisted Throttle is the exclusive American dealer for Macna’s innovative line of 
textile, adventure-oriented riding gear. As I’m the “Pants Guy” around the office, 
on came the responsibility of giving the Macna Alpine motorcycle pants a thor-
ough, several month test. 

My first and main concern with any riding apparel is how well a design will 
perform in a fall or crash. The Alpine’s overall build quality appears rugged 
enough to insulate from an otherwise nasty case of road rash. And I give them an 
A+ for knee and shin protection (and comfort). The knees are double-armored 
with external padding as well as internal moveable knee/shin guards. Further, 
the moveable shields do something I’ve rarely seen before—they stay put! The 
pants also come equipped with soft hip pads that can easily be replaced with 
firmer material, and external thigh panels that can also be fitted with impact 
armor (but at the loss of their venting ability). 

As Macna’s Alpine pants are all-weather, they’re a little bulky, even without  
the separate rain membrane and thermo liner. But, I’ve ridden in these pants  
for several thousand miles, on extremely hot and cold, rainy conditions, and  
they remained very comfortable and dry. The three layers allow you to dial in 
whatever is necessary for the climate or conditions ahead. Due to the excellent 
venting systems, the big surprise is how cool they can feel on a hot ride. The 
downside is the usual issue when all three layers are combined—it may look a 
little like a snow suit, although it sure is warm. I’ve worn them in rain with and 
without the waterproof liner. Without the liner the pants feel a little damp in hard 
rain conditions, but shed water and dry out very quickly. And, oddly enough, 
even with both liners, the Alpine pants are really easy to get into and out of.

I LOVE the waist buckle—it’s quick, secure and durable. And, another feature  
I like is the detachable suspenders. Suspenders are much more comfortable  
than a belt for long-distance riding, and when it rains there’s less chance of  
“floating underwear.”

For a size chart and other details about Macna’s Alpine pants, visit  
TwistedThrottle.com. MSRP: $299.99

Macna Alpine Motorcycle Pants
by Paul H. Smith

PROS
Medium size frames fit a  
wide variety of helmets.

Easy to use.

Top quality video and  
still photos. 

CONS
Lens is a little difficult to reinstall.

Goggle bag small.

PROS
Adjustable, wide knee  
protectors (that work!).

Nice and well thought- 
out venting.

Surprisingly cool on very  
hot days.

CONS
Very bulky when liner and rain 
membrane are attached.

No lower spine armor.

is that the units can be rebuilt—from straps, face foam and tear-offs, to multiple 
lens choices. 

The first outing with the unit was cruising through some of California’s scenic 
canyon roads. I was amazed at how easy it was to manage the unit from the two 
glove-friendly function buttons on the left strap. The rear button controls the 
power and mode selection, indicated to the rider by a thoughtfully placed LED 
inside the goggle. The front actuates shutter release or toggles video recording. 

Once back at base, it was time to check out the day’s footage. The still pho-
tos were amazingly clear, even when taken at speed. Off-road video clips were 
outstanding in both sound and video quality. On-road clips were very clear and 
crisp, but like many helmet cameras, exhibited wind noise at speeds of 50mph 
and above. Normally going through several goggles a year, I was a little skepti-
cal about a $300 price tag. Despite that, with a little extra care the Liquid Image 
Torque HD goggle cams will make great additions to your gear for capturing 
your adventures.  LiquidImageCo.com  MSRP: $299.00  
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Note the extra 
external knee 
protection, and 
multiple vents.
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